
 

 

 

 

 

Tregullas Farm, Lighthouse Road, The lizard, Cornwall, TA12 7NL 

A day at Tregullas is a fun filled and busy one which can be altered for you depending on your curriculum 

requirements. The 250-acre farm is run by the Amis Family and is the most Southerly farm in mainland 

Britain and producing award winning eggs and meat.  

There are cows and sheep to meet who are accompanied by their calves and lambs during the spring 

months. May farm walks where you can choose activities such as pond dipping, bug hunting, habitats 

and see the wildflower fields. Or you can meet some geography points and look at maps, see the light 

house even draw some seascapes which surround the majority of the farm. There are crafts that can 

be done like making seed bombs or birds or maybe try your hand at felting some wool. If your more 

interested in food then we can arrange things like bread making or you could turn your hand to planting 

some vegetables followed by a visit to the farm shop to get a real sense of the field to plate journey.  

We can also visit you in school prior, after or throughput the year to do some assemblies and workshops 

Assemblies 
 

Workshops 
 

Where your breakfast comes from 
Countryside Code 
Seasons 
Harvest 
Where your Christmas Dinner comes from 
Work life on the farm 
Food miles 
The History of Farming (KS2) 
The importance of pollination 
Evolution and Inheritance (KS2) 
Food and Farming  
Different types of farming  
Farm Animals 

Healthy Living 
Food miles 
Countryside Code  
Seasonal Changes 
Animals and their habitats 
The History of Farming 
Evolution and Inheritance  
 

 

A tour day last 10am – 2pm and costs £30. Ideally, we would take groups of 30 but larger groups can 

be arranged.  

Workshops in school are £30 but 3 a day can be held and assemblies are free. 

For more information please contact dani@farmLink.org.uk  01278 655071 
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